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Total Core Readings = 170 units
Two largest supplemental combined = 10

**Defining Culture & Making it Sociological** (units = 14+3)


**Supplemental Readings**


Methods for Studying Culture (units = 5+2)


Supplemental Readings


Inequality and Boundaries (units = 49+4)


Supplemental Readings


Culture in Economic Life (units = 9+5)


Supplemental Readings


**Careers** (units = 3+2)


Supplemental Readings


**Production of Culture** (units = 22+4)


**Supplemental Readings**


**Reception** (units = 9+3)


Supplemental Readings


**Consumption** (units = 12+5)


**Supplemental Readings**


**Subcultures** (units = 8+5)


Supplemental Readings


**Culture and the City** (units = 15+5)


Supplemental Readings


**Culture & Cognition** (units = 24 + 3)


*Supplemental Readings*
